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Pricing and underwriting
Key messages
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We have long-standing 
scale and deep 

technical expertise

We have delivered good 
and stable results 

within limitations of 
legacy systems

Our new pricing engine 
will bring greater speed 
and sophistication to 
help us improve our 

margins and give value 
to customers



Vertically integrated claims model

Benefits of Claims Transformation: 

– Strong MI, early visibility of claims trends

– Proactive claims management

Tight loop between pricing, , , , claims and reserving

Conservative reserving

34 years experience in the UK Motor market

20 million vehicle years of data

3 million recent claims data points

Market leading brands

Active across all major channels

Customer level elasticity and retentionmodels

Our long standing scale gives us unique data assets 
and has helped us to deliver stable results
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We have unique data assets… …and strong controls



– Generates modelled burn cost at a customer level

– Traditionally using Generalised Linear Models (GLM)

– Margin optimisation (maximising trade-off between value 
and volume)

– Models to predict conversion, lifetime value, retention etc.

– Calibrated to underlying claims performance (under 
constant review)

– Inflation added automatically

– Deliver return on capital

– Deliver target premium, loss ratio and contribution

– Cover expenses

– Ability to increase or discount

Risk ModelRisk ModelRisk ModelRisk Model

Policy dataPolicy dataPolicy dataPolicy data EnrichmentEnrichmentEnrichmentEnrichment Claims dataClaims dataClaims dataClaims data

Portfolio pricing Customer level

Risk
layer

Margin
layer

We operate a risk plus pricing model 
and automatically calculate risk price for claims inflation
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Frequency Severity Burn Cost

Accidental Damage % £ £

Windscreen % £ £

Fire & Theft % £ £

Third Party Damage % £ £

Bodily Injury (small) % £ £

Bodily Injury (large) % £ £

TOTAL £



Third party damage severity: Average settled claims cost1

We have very good visibility and understanding of claims trends

51. Adjusted for speed of settlement

Strong 
feedback loops

Good visibility of 
claims trends
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Strong retention rates driven by our customer focus and renewal 
pricing expertise
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Renewal Pricing

1. Motor and Home all brands

Motor and Home retention1

Risk
cost

Market
price

Last
year’s

premium

81.5%

82.9%
82.2% 82.2% 82.1%

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018



We’ve made significant progress in our fraud prevention 
capabilities
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Fraud rate1

Strong 
feedback loops

Good progress on 
application fraud
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1. The proportion of policies accepted that, at the point the chart was produced, had been detected as fraudulent following investigation by our Counter Fraud function



We are rolling out new systems designed to add greater speed, 
accuracy and sophistication
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Radar Live
A pricing engine providing 

quotes, policy, renewals capability

Data Centres 

Radar Live is a key element 
of our multi year systems 

upgrade for Motor and Home

PolicyCenter
v9

All policies and 
products

ClaimCenter
v9

Upgrade for claims
handlers

BillingCenter
v9

Handles billing
management

Increase the speed and accuracy Increase the speed and accuracy Increase the speed and accuracy Increase the speed and accuracy 
at margin model build stageat margin model build stageat margin model build stageat margin model build stage

Greater potential for more Greater potential for more Greater potential for more Greater potential for more 
sophisticated pricing interactionssophisticated pricing interactionssophisticated pricing interactionssophisticated pricing interactions

Ability to integrate Ability to integrate Ability to integrate Ability to integrate 
new data sources more easilynew data sources more easilynew data sources more easilynew data sources more easily

Increase speed of deploymentIncrease speed of deploymentIncrease speed of deploymentIncrease speed of deployment

Radar Live 
will bring 
a number 
of benefits



New systems enable us to model and deploy changes much 
faster, improving our pricing competitiveness
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Margin
layer
Current 
process

Margin
layer
Radar 
Live 

Full risk model refresh

Modelling
Export 
pricing 
tables

Code in 
pricing 
systems

Test 
translation

Associated 
rate 

change
Deploy

Modelling 
with new data sources

Associated 
rate 

change
Deploy

hours



Risk pricing layer 
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We see material loss ratio benefits from greater accuracy and 
sophistication in our pricing
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Before new 
pricing 
system

Radar Live 
view  

1. Radar view is illustrative, based on management estimates

Comparison of risk 
pricing layer 

indicates material 
loss ratio benefits1



New systems give us the potential to significantly improve 
our modelling techniques
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c

More sources of 

data

Ability to integrate 
new data sources 

more easily

New modelling 

techniques

More complex 

models

Greater granularity 
of data will enable us 
to build more models 
and more complex 

interactions

Enabling us to respond to ever changing customer needs



Pricing and underwriting
Key messages
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We have long-standing 
scale and deep 

technical expertise

We have delivered good 
and stable results 

within limitations of 
legacy systems

Our new pricing engine 
will bring greater speed 
and sophistication to 
help us improve our 

margins and give value 
to customers



Disclaimer
Forward-looking statements
Certain information contained in this document, including any information as to the Group’s strategy, plans or future financial or operating performance, constitutes 
“forward-looking statements”. These forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “aims”, “ambition”, 
“anticipates”, “aspire”, “believes”, “continue”, “could”, “estimates”, “expects”, “guidance”, “intends”, “may”, “mission”, “outlook”, “over the medium term”, “plans”, “predicts”, 
“projects”, “propositions”, “seeks”, “should”, “strategy”, “targets” or “will” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology, or by discussions of or 
references to strategy, plans, objectives, goals, future years, future events or intentions. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. 
They appear in several places throughout this document and include statements regarding the intentions, beliefs or current expectations of the Directors concerning, 
among other things: the Group’s results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Group operates. Examples of forward-
looking statements include financial targets and guidance which are contained in this document specifically with respect to the return on tangible equity, solvency capital 
ratio, the Group’s combined operating ratio, prior-year reserve releases, cost reduction, reductions in expense and commission ratios, investment income yield, net realised 
and unrealised gains and risk appetite range. By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on 
circumstances that may or may not occur in the future or are beyond the Group’s control. 

Forward-looking statements are not guaranteeing future performance. The Group’s actual results of operations, financial condition and the development of the business 
sector in which the Group operates may differ materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements contained in this document, for example directly or 
indirectly as a result of, but not limited to, United Kingdom (“UK”) domestic and global economic business conditions, the outcome of the UK general election on 12 
December 2019 and the views and policies of any government following such election, the outcome of discussions within the UK parliament and discussions between the 
UK and the European Union (“EU”) regarding a withdrawal agreement and/or the manner and terms on which, if any, the UK leaves the EU (usually called “Brexit”) and the 
terms in due course of any future trading relationship between the UK and the EU, market-related risks such as fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the policies 
and actions of and changes to the approaches by regulatory authorities (including (without limitation) changes arising out of the FCA market study on general insurance 
pricing practices and/or changes related to capital and solvency requirements or the Ogden discount rate or rates), the impact of competition, currency changes, inflation 
and deflation, the timing impact and other uncertainties of future acquisitions, disposals, joint ventures or combinations within relevant industries, as well as the impact of 
tax and other legislation and other regulation in the jurisdictions in which the Group and its affiliates operate. In addition, even if the Group’s actual results of operations, 
financial condition and the development of the business sector in which the Group operates are consistent with the forward-looking statements contained in this 
document, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods.

The forward-looking statements contained in this document reflect knowledge and information available as of the date of preparation of this document. The Group and the 
Directors expressly disclaim any obligations or undertaking to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether because of new information, future events 
or otherwise, unless required to do so by applicable law or regulation. Nothing in this document should be construed as a profit forecast.

Neither the content of Direct Line Group’s website nor the content of any other website accessible from hyperlinks on the Group’s website is incorporated into, or forms part 
of, this document.


